
Gett is a global trailblazer in the billion 

dollar Ground Transportation 

Management Industry (GTM). Serving 

more than a quarter of Fortune 500 

companies, Gett is just starting to 

achieve its potential and on the horizon 

is becoming the gold standard in 

ground transportation for corporates.


About Gett

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

The Challenging Drain on Drivers



In the past, Gett manually handled driver contracts. 

This meant drivers had to arrive at the Gett offices in 

person and go through the tedious task of physically 

signing paper-based materials. This was a massive 

waste of time and energy for those involved.



A major barrier to change was that many taxi drivers 

didn’t use email. Gett needed contracts to be sent via 

text message to achieve a seamless online signing 

process integrated and synced with the power of 

Salesforce.


Industry

Transportation

Customer since

2021

Products

Titan Web, Titan Forms, 

Titan Docs, Titan Sign


Features

Powerful Integration, 

Document Automation



The Titan Solution to “Gett” there Fast

The Results

See more success stories at https://titandxp.com/customer/ 

Digitize


Time-Efficient


Integrated


Seamless Implementation


Simple Solution


End to end processes are now fully digitized with Titan. This complements Gett’s 

overall drive for technological advancement.





With Titan, Gett’s driver contracts can be signed within a fraction of the time. A win-

win situation for Gett and drivers.





Directly with Salesforce to achieve instant and effortless integration with the world’s 

leading CRM.





To save valuable resources and energy for Gett and its drivers.




Ultimately Titan was able to provide Gett with a simple solution to a complex problem. 

This benefited all parties involved.

The truth is that there was only one contender on the market 

up to the challenge and able to meet Gett’s bespoke 

requirements. With its unprecedented speed, agility, and 

flexibility Titan’s solutions for Salesforce were able to nuke 

the manual signing process in a matter of weeks. The entire 

signing process is now fully remote, paperless, and 100% 

integrated with Gett’s Salesforce CRM.


The Titan/Gett result is the most fluent and user-friendly signing process for drivers, saving 

time and money. Gett and their drivers can now focus on what matters most: getting 

corporates to where they need to be.
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